
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

For this final report the writer concludes that Kampung Al Munawar hasthe 

potencies to become a tourism attraction in Palembang. According to (Maryani, 

1991),there are five requirements of tourism attraction those are What to see, What to 

do, What to buy, What to arrive, and What to stay. First, Kampung Al Munawar itself 

becomes an object of tourism and has many cultures like, gambus, zapin and rumpak-

rumpakan that can be seen by tourist who come. This is one of the requirements of what 

to see. Second, what to do. Tourist can do ngidang and eat traditional food in Kampung 

Al Munawar as unique activity that can make tourist stay for a long time in that place. 

Third, what to buy. Tourist who come from a different place can buy original souvenir 

in kampung Al Munawar like kopi sendok mas and kue ka’aq. Fourth, for access. 

Tourist can pass by 2 routes such as land routes and river routes. And the last, for 

accommodation tourist can get a hotel outside from Kampung Al Munawar which is not 

far from the city center, because Kampung Al Munawar does not have a hotel or 

homestay. 

From the explanations above the writer concludes that the culture in Kampung 

Al Munawar has potencies to become tourism attraction in Palembang by considering 

the requirements of tourism attraction. 

5.2 Suggestion 

 The writer gives some suggestions to the Local Government and also to the 

community of Kampung Al Munawar to develop Kampung Al Munawar as 

tourismattraction as follows: 

1. The community can work together with local government to make homestay 

in Kampung Al Munawar. So that, the tourist can stay for a while without 

searching and finding hotel out from Kampung Al Munawar. 



2. Local Government should repair the land route to Kampung Al Munawar, 

because the condition of road is not good and narrow. It makes the tourist 

difficult to access the road, especially for tourist with big capacity by using 

a bus. 

3. The community should keep the cleanliness of Kampung Al Munawar 

because it will make the tourist feel comfortable. 

 


